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You break up with me
Then breakdown
You say ur sorry
That you werent yourself
And the next day
Right on que
You need some space
You have "stuff" to do

Bridge

And I already know where you'll be
And with who
And I know all your sick reasons too
You can run but u can't hide from the truth
You'll know that when you see realize now
imbulletproof

Chorus

So go ahead and try
To twist my mind
Thinking I
Believe all your lies
But it's just not new
I'm immune to you
What you do to me
Has made me
Bullet proof

There's no sense in
Wasting my time pretending
Everythings fine... 
So go on and talk about happy endings
But I know they will
Never be mine
Bridge

'Cuz I already know who you are and what you need
Everything that has to do with using me... 
Your surprised cuz you thought I never knew
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You can run but you can't hide from the truth
You'll realize that when u see
Now I'm bulletproof
Chorus

So you can try
To twist my mind
Thinking I
Believe all ur lies

But it's not new... 
No no no... 

You can try
To make me cry
But these eyes are dry
It's time
To say goodbye
Cuz it's nothing new
Now I'm immune to youWhat you do to me
Has made me
Bulletproof

Never thought I'd get this strong
I see
You never thought I'd post a song
'Bout you and me
You were wrong
You were wrong... 

Bet you never saw this coming
Did u
You thought I'd come back running
For you
But now I'm bulletproof
Now I'm bullet proof
Chorus
So you can try
To twist my mind
Thinking I'll
Believe all ur lies
But it's not new... 
Not anymore

You can try
To make me cry
But these eyes are dry
It's time
To say goodbye
Cuz it's nothing new
Now I'm immune to you



What you do to me has made me
Bulletproof
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